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                                STRYKE eSports and Gaming Center


                                STRYKE is an eSports and Gaming Center intended to be an electronic community center with resources to bring new skills and career opportunities to the Uptown Tampa area. People can come in and play games on our modern consoles, classic consoles, and gaming PCs. Plus, they can join the community through teams, tournaments, events, coaching, and more.


                                Open Now!


                                Visit STRYKESee All LAN Centers

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            
                                GET IN TOUCH


                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                                WANT TO BE PART OF OUR NEXT BIG GAME EVENT?


                                STRYKE is an eSports and Gaming Center intended to be an electronic community center with resources to bring new skills and career opportunities to the Uptown Tampa area. People can come in and play games on our modern consoles, classic consoles, and gaming PCs. Plus, they can join the community through teams, tournaments, events, coaching, and more.


                                I WANT IN!


                                CONTACT US
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                        UPCOMING EVENTS


                    

                

            

            
                
                    Vermintide 2


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        NOW LIVE!
Game Showcase


                    

                    
                        Our five heroes have returned to take on an even greater threat than before – the combined forces of a ruinous Chaos army and the swarming Skaven horde. If you fall 
and your allies - so too will the Empire.


                    

                    
                        Head out to participating LAN Centers and play solo or co-op with friends and fight through endless hordes of enemies together. 


                    

                

                
                    GRIME


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        April 25, 2024
Game Showcase


                    

                    
                        Destroy... Absorb... Grow... GRIME is a fast and unforgiving Action-Adventure RPG in which you crush your foes with living weapons that mutate form and function, and then consume their remains.


                    

                    
                        Head out to participating LAN Centers and play solo or co-op with friends and strengthen your vessel as you break apart a world of anatomical horror and intrigue.


                    

                

                
                    Don't Starve Together


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        May 5, 2024
Game Showcase


                    

                    
                        Enter a strange and unexplored world full of odd creatures, hidden dangers, and ancient secrets. Gather resources to craft items and build structures that match your survival style.


                    

                    
                        Head out to participating LAN Centers and play solo or co-op with friends and unravel the mysteries of "The Constant".


                    

                

                
                    Helldivers 2


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        May 29, 2024
Game Showcase


                    

                    
                        The Galaxy’s Last Line of Offence. Enlist in the Helldivers and join the fight for freedom across a hostile galaxy in a fast, frantic, and ferocious third-person shooter.


                    

                    
                        Head out to participating LAN Centers and play solo or co-op with friends and secure your Super Earth-born rights.


                    

                

                
                    Trine 4: The Nightmare Prince


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        June 6, 2024
Game Showcase


                    

                    
                        Prince Selius suffers from intensely dark dreams and, due to his magical talents, monstrous nightmares are able to slip into reality and wreak havoc on the waking world.


                    

                    
                        Head out to participating LAN Centers and play solo or co-op with friends and find the afflicted prince before the world is engulfed by the Nightmare.
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                    HELLDIVERS™ 2


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        April 12 - 14 2024
iGames XP Weekend Event


                    

                    
                        The Galaxy’s Last Line of Offence. Enlist in the Helldivers and join the fight for freedom across a hostile galaxy in this fast, frantic, and ferocious shooter.


                    

                    

                

                
                    V Rising


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        April 12 - 14 2024
iGames XP Weekend Event


                    

                    
                        Awaken as a vampire. Hunt for blood in nearby settlements to regain your strength and evade the scorching sun to survive.


                    

                    

                

                
                    Brawlhalla


                    
                            
                        

                    
                        April 12 - 14 2024
iGames XP Weekend Event


                    

                    
                        An epic platform fighter for up to 8 players online or local. Try casual free-for-alls, ranked matches, or invite friends to a private room.
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                    © Copyright 2024 iGames, Inc..


                

            

        

    
    
        
            
                
                    Yes, I will attend!


                

                
                    First & Last Name


                    Enter E-mail


                    I consent to iGames, Inc using my email. This information will be shared with the LAN center and is subject to the LAN center's privacy policy.

                    Select Your Location

Lancenter 1
Lancenter 2
Lancenter 3


                    Attendies


                

                RSVP
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